












The Romans invented underfloor heating over 2000 years ago to heat their homes. Huge fires 

would create hot air which passed underneath the floors of villas and bath-houses like the one 

at Truckle Hill. So that these heating systems, called hypocausts, could work efficiently the 

Romans had to make sure their floors were made out of a material that could conduct the heat.

Use this experiment to investigate what material would make the best floor for a Roman 

bath-house then research your answer to see what the Romans actually used.

Equipment

     A cardboard box with a lid

     A hairdryer

     Different materials (such as cardboard, wood, fabric and ceramic tiles)

     Copy of the worksheet from this pack

     Scissors

     Pencil or pen

Activity 1

It is Getting  in Here ...Hot

Additional activity

The Romans built their floors from layers of ceramic, concrete and ceramic tiles called 

tesserae to create mosaic patterns. Use small paper squares, permanent pens or 

paint to create a mosaic pattern on a ceramic tile. Think carefully about what Romans 

might have liked to see on their floors or do some research into the designs used for 

real Roman mosaics.

Method

Cut a hole in the side of the box and push the end of the 

hairdryer into it. Use the hairdryer to blow warm air into the 

box. Feel the lid of the box – what happens to it?

Cut a hole in the lid of the box and replace the cardboard you 

remove with a different type of material. Try fabric, wood, 

ceramic tiles and anything else you think the Romans might 

have had access to.

Use the hairdryer to blow hot air into the box – feel each 

material with the back of your hand to see if it feels hot. Fill in 

the worksheet with your findings.

Which material do you think the Romans used for their floors?

This experiment should be conducted 

under adult supervision.



It is Getting  in Here ...Hot

Material
Did it 

get hot?

Is it a good material

for a floor?

Worksheet





Activity 3

Roman Words

Tepidarium 

Caldarium

Frigidarium

Praefurnium

Some of the Latin words used to name the rooms in a 

bath-house have given us some common English words. 

Look carefully at the words on the left. Their meanings, 

on the right, have been jumbled up:

Use the clues in these modern words to match the room 

with its meaning.

       – Moderately warm

      – A device used for keeping food cool

  – A device used for heating

        – Burn with hot water or steam

Now research other Roman words and what they mean.

Tepid

Fridge

Furnace

Scald

Cold r
oo

m

rn c  oo  
Fu a e r m

Warm room

Hot room
 



A child’s rattle

A device for scaring crows

A keyring

A nose-picker

A hook for gardening and farming

A device for scraping off dirt and sweat

Activity 4

What is it?
Study the images of these replica Roman finds. Can you work out what they are? Tick the box with 

the correct answer. Research any that you cannot work out using books or the internet.

A Roman pillow

A leather ball

A sponge for washing

A money pouch

A holder for soaps 

A pomander which holds 

sweet smelling herbs and spices

A plate

A wax writing tablet

A decorative picture

A beautiful necklace

Windchimes

A manicure set including 

an ear scoop, tweezers 

and a fingernail picker

A birdbath

A portable toilet

A bowl with a rough surface 

for grinding food

A Roman oil lamp

A pot to hold scented oils

A pot to hold earwax

Two of these are made to be used for cleaning yourself and would probably have been found in the 

bath-house. Which two?



What is it?
Teacher’s notes

This is a child’s rattle.

This is a leather ball.

This is a strigil – a device for scraping 

sweat, dirt and oil off of the body in 

the bath-house.

This is a money pouch.

This is a wax writing tablet. Once used the owner 

would heat it up to melt the wax and create a flat 

surface which could be used again.

This is a Roman chatelaine set. It would be worn 

on a belt and it consists of tweezers, a scoop for 

earwax and a tool for cleaning fingernails.

This is a Roman dish called a mortaria. The inner 

surface is studded with pieces of flint and it would 

have been used to grind up foods, much like a 

pestle and mortar today.

This is a Roman oil lamp.




